DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY
(Document "B")
-TORARANDOSEPTEMBER 15, 2019 - PIGNA (IM)
The undersigned
____________________________________________________________
Date of birth ____ / ____ / ____
Resident in ____________________________Country (_______)
address___________________________________ n. ________
Telephone ___________________________
Tel. In case of emergency_______________________
e-mail ________________________
1 - declares to have read carefully and understood in
every part of the event regulation
(indicated as Document "A"), called "TORARANDO" which
accepts in full and without reservation.
2 - declares to be perfectly aware of all the features and specificities of the test, the
route and the difficulties of the route, which develops in the mountains with possible
difficult climatic conditions (such as, by way of example and not exhaustive, cold,
wind, rain , snow, poor visibility, with temperatures that can vary from - 5 ° to + 40 °,
etc.) as well as being aware of the risks for personal safety connected to the event.
3 - declares to be an expert in sports
of mountain bike and aware that participation
to the "TORARANDO" requires specific preparation ed
a real capacity for personal autonomy of which it attests
to be in possession.
4 - declares to be in possession of the medical certificate
(of which issue a copy) certifying the suitability to the
practice of sporting activity with high commitment
cardiovascular (agonistic or non-competitive), of being
in good health and exempts the organizers from
any relative and consequent liability
to the verification of this suitability.
5 - undertakes to bring along the entire duration
of the competition, the mandatory materials expressly
indicated in the rules of the tender and exempts

organization in case of accident or illness or damage
any attributable to the lack of said materials;
accepts the checks of mandatory materials that
can be performed at any time during the race.
Declares to be aware that the lack also of
only one of the mandatory materials in the running can
determine his disqualification and accept the unquestionable
judgment of the persons in charge of the control.
6 - undertakes to behave in accordance with the
principles of loyalty and fairness in sport and not
engage in behavior contrary to the law and the rules
that can endanger one's own or others
safety and respectful behavior
environment.
7 - the participant, aware of the responsibility for
false statements, acknowledges and confirms to have taken
viewing the route description and having it - in the
full of their faculties - fully considered
appropriate to your technical level; well aware
that the aforementioned path has decidedly traits
challenging and difficult; to be in possession of a
Mountain biker curriculum suitable for the event
which he enrolls, having also previously taken part in
similar sporting events or boasting anyway
mountain experience suitable to face the
aforementioned path; to have been richly
informed by potential organizers
danger of the event taking place in
mountain environment with the consequent inevitable
objective dangers for all competitors and
to understand, in the face of this awareness, to assume it
equally the risk; to expressly exempt the
organizers from all responsibilities and in any case in
legal limits, relating to a possible claim by
to which I am a victim; also exempts the organization from each
liability for theft and / or damage
possibly suffered by any of his personal objects,
whose custody is aware that it is not taken into
no way by the organizers and any responsibility
for damages possibly caused by him / her to third parties and / or
to assets owned by third parties.
Date _________________
Participant's signature
___________________________________________________

